Proof. The first statement is obvious. For the second let 0 -> A->B-*C-+0
and 0-*A->J3->C'-+0 be exact sequences of Kmodules defining C and C' Let X denote XCξ)Q where Q is the field of fractions of K. Let j : B-+B(g)Q = B as above. Then j 1 is a monomorphism since J5 is torsion-free. Furthermore j(A) = [j(A) ] & A and C = 5/A is torsion-free so that C" -• C is a monomorphism. Consider the commutative diagram
A -^ B (g) B -^-> (5 (g) C') φ (C' (8) β)
where α and 7 are induced by the coproduct of B. Obviously j l9 j 29 and i 3 are monomorphisms. dy = 0 : A is a subcoalgebra of I?, and tensoring with Q the exact sequence 0->A->B-• C ->0 we obtain an exact sequence 0 -• A -> 5-C-O.
Then jβa -δyj\ -0. i 3 is a monomorphism and thus βa -0, Im α c Ker β = A ® A, and α(A) c A x A. COROLLARY 
If A is a sub Hopf algebra of a torsion-free Hopf algebra over K, then the closure of A is a sub Hopf algebra of B.
PROPOSITION 1.4 . Let A be a sub Hopf algebra of a torsion-free Hopf algebra over a Dedekind domain K. Then A is closed in B if and only if B is a flat A-module.
Proof. The following statements are equivalent. (a) A is closed in B.
(b) B/A is a torsion-free i£-module.
is exact for every standard field L associated with K.
(e) B is a flat A-module. It is obvious that (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent, (c) and (d) are equivalent by Proposition 3.8 of Milnor and Moore [6] . That (d) and (e) are equivalent is Proposition 6 of Moore [7] . PROPOSITION 1.5 . Let B be a torsion-free Hopf algebra over a Dedekind ring K, let A be a sub Hopf algebra of B, and suppose that C is a normal closed sub Hopf algebra of A and B. Since Consequently ® ie i^i is a closed sub Hopf algebra of B and Coker / is torsion-free. But (® ί € Γ B,) (g) Q F* B (g) Q so that (Coker/) x Q = 0. Consequently Coker / = 0 and / is an epimorphism.
2
Quasimonogenic Hopf algebras* Here we recall for the special case K-Z the description due to Halpern [5] of the quasimonogenic Hopf algebras which appear as factors in the splitting guaranteed by Theorem 1.6. We include some homological computation useful in applications of the main theorem. Halpern shows that every sequence of positive integers {β n } satisfying (i)-(iii) gives rise to a quasimonogenic Hopf algebra whose dual Hopf algebra comes from {/S*}. When β n -l for all n, the resulting Hopf algebra is the polynomial algebra on the primitive generator x 19 If β n = n for all n, the Hopf algebra associated with the sequence {β n } is the divided polynomial algebra on the primitive generator x λ . If we set βj = β» A and β m , n = β m+n VβJβJ , then the product and coproduct in the algebra associated with {β n } are given by the rules
where β*, n = β* +n yβiWiΊ. Note that β n W:t = nl and therefore fim,nfit,n = ί m t w] the binomial coefficient. To illustrate how one might construct a fundamental sequence we observe that if (m, n) = 1 (m and w are relatively prime) it follows that β mn = β m β n .
To see this note that (ii) implies that (β m9 β n ) = 1 = Ψlβl).
By ( (2) Clearly the relations given do hold between the generators involved. On the other hand from the relations given we may easily obtain the relations (β n l)x n -{x^) n for ne S p for some prime p. From these we may obtain the relations (β n l)x n = (Xχ) n for any integer n, x n being written in terms of indecomposable generators. Finally we can obtain the relations x 1 x m^1 = β m x m which characterize the algebra B. 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that H*(ΩX;Z)
is a torsion-free Hopf algebra of finite type, and furthermore H^(ΩX Z) has no elements of odd degree since H^ΩX Q) is even dimensional by [8, §7, Theorem III]. Therefore 1.6 and 1.7 imply that H*(ΩX;Z) is a tensor product of partially divided polynomial Hopf algebras. In each factor the relations among generators are of the form x pq = pRy where p is prime and R Ξ£ 0 modp, as remarked in 2.4. It follows easily that H*(ΩX;Z P ) is a tensor product of polynomial and truncated polynomial algebras-either from a direct computation using the structure of H* (ΩX;Z) or applying the decomposition theorem of Borel to H*(ΩX Z p ) which has no elements of odd degree by the remark above.
The classifying space B ΩX has the same homotopy type as X by Corollary 9.2 of [9] , and there is a homotopy equivalence of chain complexes B(C{ΩX)) -> C(B ΩX ) from the bar construction on the chains of ΩX to the chains of the classifying space B ΩX .
Therefore the homology of X may be computed as the homology of the bar construction on the chains of ΩX.
Let x e H 2m (ΩX Z) and suppose that x pq = pRy is one of the relations in H*(ΩX;Z), x and y being indecomposable elements. Let a and b denote chains of ΩX which represent x and y respectively. is an exterior algebra on generators of odd degree, and that therefore E 2 = E°°. Since the higher differentials in the Bockstein spectral sequence may by identified with the higher order Bockstein operations, it is immediate that X has p-torsion of order p at most.
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